Principles on Effective Interviewing for Investigations and Information Gathering
Foreword

The extensive normative legal frameworks that prohibit torture and other forms of ill-treatment – at all times and places, even in situations of armed conflict or public emergency – have yet to translate into their eradication during questioning by State agents worldwide. Nor has there been an effective application, in practice, of the safeguards to protect persons deprived of their liberty. In my time as the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture, I observed that the most frequent setting where torture and coercion takes place is in the course of the interrogation of suspects and for the purpose of obtaining confessions or declarations against others. For that reason, I filed a thematic report in 2016 to the UN General Assembly which recognised an opportunity and offered a path forward.1

The report pointed to the availability of a large and growing body of scientific knowledge establishing that rapport-based, non-coercive methods for interviewing are the most effective for gathering information. At the same time, rigorous empirical research shows that torture and other ill-treatment are ineffective and counterproductive methods of questioning. In this context, the report called for the development of a set of international standards for interviews which by nature include the application of legal and procedural safeguards by authorities.

This document represents the fruit of that appeal. These Principles are the distillation of experiences in a wide range of countries where law enforcement and security forces use effective interviewing which leads to better results in obtaining accurate and reliable information. The information gathered in this way also preserves the integrity and professionalism of interviewers and enhances civic trust in their institutions.

The Principles we present here are, in essence, an acknowledgement that the outcome of an interview is interconnected with the full enjoyment of rights by a person at each stage of contact with public authorities – regardless of whether such encounters are labelled as conversations, interrogations, interviews or questioning. They represent an alternative to the risks of coerced statements and brutality of torture and a recognition that these tactics lead to false confessions, to unfair trials and undermine the administration of justice. As stated by the European Court of Human Rights, no legal system based upon the rule of law can countenance the admission of evidence obtained through torture because the trial process is a cornerstone of the rule of law and it is irreparably damaged by the use of torture.2

These Principles have been drafted by experts in the fields of interviewing, law enforcement, criminal investigations, national security, military, intelligence, psychology, criminology and human rights from around the world. An international Steering Committee of 15 members has guided this process and striven to ground the work on a wide empirical research base, documented good practices, established international law and professional ethics. The final text is the result of four years of their analysis and research in consultation with an Advisory Council of more than 80 experts from over 40 countries. Moreover, the Steering Committee benefited from direct consultations with law enforcement officials and other stakeholders at meetings held in Brazil, Tunisia and Thailand.

It is time for these good practices to be universalised and shared among criminal investigators, of all legal cultures, and among professionals who conduct interviews for a wide variety of legitimate purposes. These Principles can guide the international community and will help to develop a normative framework for effective interviews that avoids human rights abuses, namely torture and ill-treatment, as well as make the investigation and prevention of crime much more effective and consistent.

Juan E. Méndez,
Co-Chair of the Steering Committee of Experts

---

2 European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), Ćwik v. Poland, no. 31454/10, Judgement, 5 November 2020.
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Introduction

1. Law enforcement officials and other investigative bodies – including intelligence and military services – play a vital role in serving communities and maintaining public security by detecting, preventing and solving crime, as well as guaranteeing human rights. The conduct of questioning and interviews lies at the heart of any investigation and intelligence-gathering process undertaken by such authorities.

2. For the purposes of this document, an interview is defined as a structured conversation where one person (the ‘interviewer’) seeks to gather information from another (the ‘interviewee’) as part of any investigation or intelligence operation. The objective is to obtain accurate and reliable information while respecting human rights; eliciting facts is the aim, not a confession.

Aims and Purpose: Why Are the Principles Needed?

3. Around the world, false confessions and the unreliability of tainted information arising from abusive practices have led to flawed decision-making, wrongful convictions, and gross miscarriages of justice. Due to the widespread misconception that ‘torture works,’ questioning, in particular of suspects, is inherently associated with risks of intimidation, coercion and mistreatment. The use of such practices during interviews is both ineffective and counterproductive, with potentially devastating costs to the victims, perpetrators, institutions, and society at large; when they amount to torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (other forms of ill-treatment), they are absolutely prohibited by international law.

4. There is a need to move questioning culture away from accusatory, coercive, manipulative and confession-driven practices towards rapport-based interviewing. This includes the application of legal and procedural safeguards throughout the interview process, which reduces the risks of ill-treatment, produces more reliable information and helps to ensure a lawful outcome of the investigation or intelligence operation.

5. The Principles on Effective Interviewing for Investigations and Information Gathering integrate law with the robust and growing scientific research on the questioning methods that most effectively elicit accurate and reliable information from the interviewee. The Principles will:
   a. Assist authorities to improve the effectiveness, fairness, and outcomes of investigation and intelligence gathering processes, while protecting the inherent dignity and human rights of all persons being interviewed; guide policy developments and promote comprehensive implementation of ethical and effective interview frameworks across relevant agencies.
   b. Help authorities and agencies undertake holistic, institutional-level reforms as well as improve on the ways they approach and conduct interviews, including in respect of planning, training, resourcing, and evaluation.
   c. Inform the development of training curricula, manuals, and other educational and instructional materials.
   d. Enable law enforcement and other officials to shift mindsets and institutional cultures away from confession-driven practices towards rapport-based interviewing.

---

6. The Principles promote an approach that helps ensure that the presumption of innocence is respected and operationalised, that convictions against guilty persons are obtained, that wrongly accused persons are acquitted, and that justice is served for victims and society at large.

7. The Principles enable the implementation of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals by contributing to the development of just, safe and inclusive societies with strong institutions in the following ways:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conduct of Interviews</th>
<th>Justice Systems</th>
<th>Human Rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Eliciting more accurate and reliable information during interviews.</td>
<td>• Fostering greater public trust in and cooperation with criminal justice institutions.</td>
<td>• Ensuring that no person is subjected to coercion, torture or other forms of ill-treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strengthening the capacity, efficiency, and professionalism of interviewers.</td>
<td>• Upholding the rule of law.</td>
<td>• Protecting the physical and mental integrity of all persons who interact with public authorities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Eliminating reliance on unlawful, ineffective, and counterproductive coercive questioning techniques.</td>
<td>• Excluding torture-tainted evidence, and false confessions.</td>
<td>• Improving respect for the rights of persons in heightened situations of vulnerability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Providing successful, affordable, and accessible methods and practices with minimal resources.</td>
<td>• Decreasing unreliable information, incidences of wrongful convictions or acquittals and miscarriages of justice.</td>
<td>• Advancing the application of safeguards and due process guarantees to all persons being interviewed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Delivering more effective information-gathering operations.</td>
<td>• Safeguarding the integrity of justice processes and the effective administration of justice.</td>
<td>• Reducing incentives for justice professionals to rely on coercive tactics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scope: To What Situation Do the Principles Apply?

8. The Principles apply to all interviews by information-gathering officials, such as police, intelligence, military, administrative authorities, or other persons acting in an official capacity. This includes different forms of questioning by intelligence personnel, including strategic and tactical debriefings and interrogation by military and intelligence authorities.

9. The approach outlined in the Principles is suitable for both straightforward and complex interviews and can be easily applied to repeat interviews.

10. The most common scenario addressed by the Principles is that of suspect interviews during criminal justice investigations. However, the Principles also apply to interviews with witnesses, victims, or any other persons of interest (regardless of their designation), which may be of at least equal value to an investigation as a suspect interview. The same range of professional skills and technique is required for interviews with all interviewees.

11. The Principles cover the period spanning from the public authorities’ first contact with a potential interviewee, to the conclusion of all their interviews; at the same time, the effective implementation of relevant safeguards continues, at a minimum, through the conclusion of all related legal proceedings.
12. An interviewee’s legal status and obligations, and the safeguards relevant to their questioning, may vary depending on whether the interviewee is classified as a suspect or accused person in a criminal matter, or a victim, witness, or other person of interest, for example in a military or intelligence context. Some variations in the nature or applicability of such safeguards, or any other considerations relevant to one specific category of interviewee, are indicated throughout the Principles.

13. In situations of armed conflict, when questioning persons for purposes other than criminal justice (such as in tactical or strategic settings by military and intelligence officers), the applicability of certain legal safeguards may differ, in accordance with the relevant provisions of international humanitarian law, human rights law and national law. Nevertheless, the conduct of interviews should always be guided by these Principles.

14. The Principles have been developed with the recognition that every State, jurisdiction and organisation is different and has different legislation, policies and procedures. Various strategies and tactics may be appropriate in relation to suspects, victims, witnesses and other persons of interest, and may vary somewhat depending on the nature and context of an interview. For this reason, the Principles set out a general approach to the conduct of effective interviews and do not promote any specific model. Notwithstanding variation in setting, type and aim of interview, however, the Principles apply in every interview, and are based in foundations of science, law and ethics that pertain in every setting.

**Audience: To Whom Are the Principles Addressed?**

15. The Principles are primarily addressed to policy makers and authorities in charge of designing, adopting, and executing policies on interviewing and related justice processes. This includes executive authorities, legislators, directors of law enforcement agencies, training academies, disciplinary boards or any other authorities involved in the development and implementation of laws, policies, frameworks or practices relevant to the interviewing of persons.

16. The Principles are also relevant to interviewing professionals and authorities involved in the conduct of interviews, including law enforcement, prosecutors or intelligence gathering agencies, regardless of their designation in any given jurisdiction.4

17. Other authorities coming into contact with persons throughout the interview process, for instance legal professionals, including judges, prosecutors and defence lawyers, will also find these Principles applicable. Furthermore, they are of use to oversight bodies, members of civil society, human rights advocates, and others examining situations addressed herein.

18. States should take all appropriate steps to incorporate these Principles into domestic law, regulations, training techniques, procedures and practices. Their use amongst law enforcement, legal professionals, and other relevant authorities should be promoted, with a view to ensuring not only the greatest possible protection for all persons being questioned, but also to obtain the most accurate and reliable information during interviewing.

19. States Parties to relevant international treaties may have specific obligations that go beyond the guidance set out in the present Principles. Likewise, all States are bound by standards of customary international law, as well as by peremptory norms of international law. Nothing in the Principles should be interpreted in such a way as to relieve or excuse any State from full compliance with its obligations under applicable international law.

---

4 This includes jurisdictions that use differing terminology to describe the neutral process of interviewing during criminal investigations or intelligence gathering. It is therefore relevant to those professionals using ‘interrogation’ as a non-coercive method to gather accurate and reliable information. See A/71/298, fn. 1 (footnote 3).
Principles on Effective Interviewing
for Investigations and Information Gathering

**Principle 1** – On Foundations
Effective interviewing is instructed by science, law and ethics.

**Principle 2** – On Practice
Effective interviewing is a comprehensive process for gathering accurate and reliable information while implementing associated legal safeguards.

**Principle 3** – On Vulnerability
Effective interviewing requires identifying and addressing the needs of interviewees in situations of vulnerability.

**Principle 4** – On Training
Effective interviewing is a professional undertaking that requires specific training.

**Principle 5** – On Accountability
Effective interviewing requires transparent and accountable institutions.

**Principle 6** – On Implementation
The implementation of effective interviewing requires robust national measures.
Principle 1 – On Foundations

Effective interviewing is instructed by science, law and ethics.

20. Findings from empirical scientific studies, international legal standards, and value-based professional duties constitute the foundations of effective interviewing. When integrated in practice, these foundational elements enable interviewers to gather accurate and reliable information while operationalising human rights.

Scientific Foundations

Research on ineffective practice

21. Recent research conducted by professionals and practitioners from a wide range of disciplines – including psychology, criminology, sociology, neuroscience, and medicine – provides significant evidence that the application of coercion can both initially enhance resistance on the part of the interviewee and, if continually applied, lead to the provision of false information or a false confession.⁵ Historical assessments and case studies have shown that the application of coercion can backfire by obstructing the collection of factual information. Moreover, studies in neuroscience have shown that coercive techniques interfere with and may damage the memory-retrieval capacity of the brain.⁶

22. Research has proven that unreliable information and false confessions arising from abusive practices are a frequent and foreseeable consequence of poor interviewing techniques.⁷ They have led to wrongful convictions and faulty intelligence around the world, thus undermining the objectives and effectiveness of law enforcement and intelligence gathering.⁸

---


23. Scientific evidence demonstrates that the use of coercive interviewing methods is more likely to lessen the interviewee’s propensity to cooperate during an interview and to create resistance on the part of the interviewee, even when they might otherwise have chosen to answer questions.\(^9\) In cases where interviewees facing ill-treatment comply with the demands of their interviewer, the information provided is of dubious reliability, as false or misleading information is frequently provided to placate the interviewer and avoid or stop the threat of abuse.\(^10\)

24. Psychologically coercive questioning methods, such as manipulating an interviewee’s perception of culpability (e.g. by presenting false evidence), or their perceptions of the consequences associated with a confession (e.g. downplaying or exaggerating the consequences associated with conviction of the alleged crime, implying leniency, or offering moral justifications), have been shown to produce incorrect information and increase rates of false confessions.\(^11\) The threat or enactment of physical harm to an interviewee induces heightened states of stress, which impair memory retrieval and likewise lead to diminished recall of accurate or reliable information.\(^12\)

25. Leading or suggestive questions have been shown to contaminate the interviewee’s memory and corrupt the accounts they provide.\(^13\) In the case of suspects, such suggestive and manipulative methods reduce the reliability of information, while also increasing the likelihood of false confessions and wrongful convictions.\(^14\)

26. When interviewers approach an interview with the intention of getting a confession, they are more likely to be influenced by ‘confirmation bias’ and seek to interpret information confirming their belief of guilt. This can also inadvertently corrupt the interviewer’s interpretation of physical evidence or the analysis of other data. In practice, this means that they are more likely to use leading or suggestive questions during the interview, as well as coercive, manipulative, and pressure-filled tactics, in order to confirm their hypotheses or pre-existing beliefs about the interviewee’s involvement or guilt.\(^15\) Such premature predictions of guilt have been proven to lead to wrongful convictions, erroneous decisions and impunity for the truly guilty.\(^16\)

27. Some individuals are particularly vulnerable to suggestive questioning. An interviewee’s personal characteristics such as age, psychosocial or intellectual disabilities can increase the risk of unreliable information or false confessions by making them more suggestible and affected by

---


interrogative pressure, trickery, and deceit.\textsuperscript{17} Archival analyses of false confessions have repeatedly demonstrated that juveniles and interviewees with psychosocial or intellectual disabilities are prevalent among false confessors.\textsuperscript{18}

28. It is often erroneously claimed that it is possible to accurately detect when someone is lying on the basis of nonverbal behaviours.\textsuperscript{19} Some claim that training enables interviewers to distinguish whether interviewees are being truthful or not on the basis of an interviewee’s emotional responses, body language or physiological responses. These are unreliable indicators of deception.\textsuperscript{20} In addition, numerous scientific studies have concluded that ‘lie detection’ technologies do not detect lies accurately,\textsuperscript{21} and if used, may lead to incorrect judgements and miscarriages of justice.\textsuperscript{22}

\textbf{Research on effective practice}

29. Robust research supports the efficacy of an information-gathering approach to interviewing. Rapport-based, non-coercive methods offer an effective suite of techniques that can be successfully applied by trained professionals to gather criminal and intelligence information from interviewees – including criminal suspects, victims, witnesses, and intelligence sources.

30. Establishing and maintaining rapport is an adaptive skill that helps create a working relationship between persons and enables better communication.\textsuperscript{23} It is achieved by the interviewer establishing a connection with the interviewee based on trust and respect for human dignity.\textsuperscript{24} This requires demonstrating genuine empathy\textsuperscript{25} as well as reassuring them that they will receive fair treatment.

\textsuperscript{17} A. Vrij, Detecting Lies and Deceit: Pitfalls and Opportunities, 2\textsuperscript{nd} ed. (West Sussex, England, John Wiley & Sons, 2011); Vrij et al. “Psychological perspectives on interrogation” (footnote 5); Gudjonsson, The Psychology of False Confessions (footnote 5).


\textsuperscript{19} See, e.g., F. Inbau, J. Reid, J. Buckley, & B. Jayne, Criminal Interrogation and Confessions, 5\textsuperscript{th} ed. (Burlington, Mass., Jones & Bartlett Publishers, 2011).


\textsuperscript{25} Empathy is a multi-dimensional phenomenon comprising both cognitive processes and emotional (or affective) capacities. It is about having the ability to understand the perspective of the interviewee and to be able to appreciate the emotions and distress of the other. Essentially, it is a pre-conscious phenomenon and can be consciously instigated or interrupted. See, e.g., G.E. Oxburgh, & J. Ost, “The use and efficacy of empathy in police interviews with suspects of sexual offences” Special Edition of the Journal of Investigative Psychology and Offender
31. Rapport-based techniques offer the interviewee autonomy over what they do or do not say and facilitate a positive interaction between the interviewer and interviewee, thereby increasing the likelihood of collecting accurate information.

32. Ways to facilitate rapport by the interviewer include the use of behaviours such as establishing common ground – without false pretences – with respect to mutual interests, identity, or attitudes, and using active listening skills.

33. Findings from the large body of research into how the human memory encodes, stores and retrieves information has led to interviewing methods that are effective in both promoting detailed, accurate reporting by interviewees and minimising the effects of factors that can influence their accounts. This includes the use of open-ended, non-suggestive questioning, and allowing a person to freely recall the event or information from their own memory without interruption by the interviewer.

34. Questioning that is strategically planned focuses the interview on the key matters under consideration. This technique also allows the interviewer to determine whether the information provided aligns with information previously collected.

35. Fundamentally, extensive research shows that rapport-based, non-coercive interviewing:
   a. Stimulates communication between the interviewer and the interviewee
   b. Facilitates memory retrieval
   c. Increases the accuracy and reliability of information provided
   d. Enables exploration of the veracity of information provided
   e. Increases the likelihood of information-rich and genuine admissions
   f. Reduces the risk of eliciting false information or false confessions.

---

Legal Foundations

36. The fundamental legal standards underpinning the Principles are firmly anchored in international law, drawing on non-derogable *jus cogens* norms, customary international law, treaty obligations, and international, regional, and national jurisprudence. These standards apply to all legal systems and allow for domestic incorporation that takes into account the diversity of legal procedures.

37. Effective interviewing is grounded in international human rights law and standards. The following legal norms are paramount to ensuring the effective practical implementation of the interviewing framework detailed in these Principles:
   a. Freedom from torture and other ill-treatment (the right to humane treatment)
   b. Freedom from arbitrary arrest and detention (the right to liberty and security)
   c. The right to the presumption of innocence
   d. The right to remain silent and the right against compelled self-incrimination
   e. The right to a fair trial
   f. The right to be free from discrimination.

38. The prohibition of torture is absolute, binding on all States, and applies in all circumstances. Coercive interviewing methods or other actions that aim to humiliate, arouse fear, obtain information or force confessions from interviewees by means of duress or threats – or otherwise impair an interviewee’s capacity or decision for judgement – can amount to torture or other ill-treatment.

39. The exclusionary rule, itself a non-derogable norm of customary international law, is inherent in the prohibition of torture and other ill-treatment. The exclusionary rule mandates that it is illegal to invoke any information or statements, including an admission or confession of guilt, obtained as a result of torture or other ill-treatment, in any legal proceedings (except against persons accused of such mistreatment, as evidence that the statement or information in question was made or obtained).

40. International law enshrines the following, progressively evolving, specific standards relevant to ensuring that persons are not subjected to torture or other ill-treatment or to other absolutely prohibited practices, such as enforced disappearances and extra-judicial executions:
   a. The use of force during arrest or apprehension and custody is only permitted when strictly necessary and only if other means remain ineffective or without any promise of achieving the intended result. It must be lawful, proportionate, for a legitimate objective and always respect the right to life.

---

32 Particularly the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), General Assembly resolution 217 A (III) of 10 December 1948; the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), General Assembly Resolution 2200 A (XXI), of 16 December 1966.

33 Art. 7 of the ICCPR; art. 2 of the United Nations Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment (UNCAT); art. 3 common to the Geneva Conventions of 1949.

34 Art. 16 of the UNCAT; A/71/298, para. 44; see, e.g., European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), *Selmiouni v. France*, No. 25803/94, Judgement, 28 July 1999, paras. 102-105.

35 Art. 15 of the UNCAT; Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 20, Article 7, Prohibition of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, HRI/GEN/1/Rev.9 (Vol. I), 10 March 1992, para. 12; A/HRC/25/60, Report of the Special Rapporteur on Torture, 10 April 2014; see also CAT/C/GC/2, Committee against Torture, General Comment No. 2, Implementation of Article 2 by States Parties, 24 January 2008, para. 6; see, e.g., CAT/C/30/D/219/2002, para. 6.10.

b. The use of less-lethal weapons should always be carefully evaluated and controlled. Firearms must not be used, except when strictly necessary for a legitimate purpose and only when less extreme means are insufficient to achieve these objectives.

c. The use of corporal punishment and devices such as chains, leg irons, and electric stun belts is inherently painful and/or degrading and is always prohibited.

d. Instruments and techniques of restraint can only be used as a matter of last resort; they must be based on an individual risk assessment; they must be the least intrusive possible to achieve legitimate security aims; their use should be regulated by law and recorded — they must never be used as punishment and removed as soon as they are no longer necessary.

e. The systematic compilation and maintenance of up-to-date official registers and records of all persons deprived of liberty.

f. The use of solitary confinement must be strictly regulated by law. It must be used only in exceptional cases as a last resort, for as short a time as possible, and only pursuant to the authorisation by a competent authority. It can never exceed 15 consecutive days and is prohibited with respect to persons with psychosocial disabilities, children, and pregnant or breast-feeding women.

g. Disciplinary sanctions must be consistent with human dignity, lawful and proportionate, issued in accordance with procedural requirements, and properly recorded.

41. The right to personal liberty and security plays a fundamental role in protecting the physical and mental integrity of all persons. The right to liberty requires that no person be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention. Practices such as enforced disappearance, secret detention, and prolonged incommunicado detention are arbitrary and absolutely prohibited at all times under international law.

42. Persons interviewed as suspects or accused in criminal proceedings are often subject to deprivation of liberty. The authorities must ensure that such persons continue to be treated humanely and enjoy the treatment and conditions of detention as prescribed by international law standards, including the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (the Nelson Mandela Rules).

43. Any apprehension, arrest or deprivation of liberty must be lawful and conducted according to grounds and procedures that are firmly set out in legislation and consistent with international law, such as pursuant to a judicial warrant or to a probable cause determination. Any instance of arrest and deprivation of liberty must be necessary, proportionate, and a measure of last resort.

---

37 Basic Principles, 1990; A/RES/34/169; A/HRC/46/15, para. 12; see also CCPR/C/GC/36, Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 36: Article 6, right to life, 3 September 2019, para. 14.


42 Rules 36 and 37 of the Nelson Mandela Rules; Principle 30 of the Body of Principles.

43 Art. 9(1) of the ICCPR; art. 17 of the Convention on Enforced Disappearance; art. 37(b) of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), 20 November 1989.

Conducting an interview or furthering an investigation do not alone constitute sufficient lawful grounds for the police or judicial authorities to deprive someone of their liberty. 45

44. Any decision to arrest and detain a person must be based on an assessment of the individual’s particular circumstances and any justifiable and substantiated reasons to believe that the person is at risk of absconding, destroying evidence, influencing witnesses, or committing new crimes. Relevant authorities should consider whether any identified risks can be mitigated by the use of non-custodial alternatives to deprivation of liberty. The release of a suspect or an accused person may be subject to necessary, proportionate and non-discriminatory measures aimed to avert the particular risks the individual is held to pose, such as guarantees to appear at trial or to present themselves for interviews. Conditions on release, such as bail, may be imposed but should be the least restrictive necessary to mitigate the specific identified risks, and must be non-discriminatory. 46

45. The presumption of innocence mandates that suspects or accused persons are considered innocent until proven guilty before a court of law. This means that the burden of proving guilt beyond reasonable doubt rests with the prosecutorial authorities and must be put forward with affirmative evidence in a court of law. 47 By acting in accordance with this legal principle in their practice, interviewers also increase the likelihood that the information they gather will be accurate and reliable, and amount to lawful and actionable evidence for use in legal proceedings.

46. Inherent in the presumption of innocence is the right to remain silent and to be protected against compelled self-incrimination. This right guarantees persons being questioned by authorities the right to refuse to comment or provide answers, in order to avoid compelled self-incrimination or for any other reason. A suspect’s or accused’s silence should have no bearing on an eventual determination of guilt or innocence in a court and must not affect their right to the presumption of innocence. 48

47. Authorities must ensure that all interviewees enjoy their human rights without adverse distinction of any sort and are treated without discrimination. 49 Effective implementation of the freedom from discrimination ensures all interviewees are equal before the law and are treated with respect and with the due consideration and specific protection of any situations of vulnerability they may be facing.

48. The foundational legal principles outlined in this section also provide the basis for a range of key legal and procedural safeguards against mistreatment and other abusive practices. These safeguards form an integral part of the comprehensive interview process; when effectively implemented, they work to protect the human rights of the interviewee 50 and to guarantee the integrity of information obtained during interviews.

45 Art. 9(1) of the ICCPR; art. 17 of the Convention on Enforced Disappearance.
47 Art. 14(3) of the ICCPR; CCPR/C/GC/32, Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 32: Article 14, Right to equality before courts and tribunals and to a fair trial, 23 August 2007, para. 30.
48 Art. 6(2) and 14(3) of the ICCPR; Article 55(2)(b) of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, 17 July 1998; rule 111 of the Nelson Mandela Rules; principles 15 and 24 of the Body of Principles; see also ECtHR, John Murray v United Kingdom, No. 18731/91, Judgement, 1996, para. 45.
49 Art. 2(1) of the ICCPR; Human Rights Committee, General Comment No.18: Non-discrimination, adopted at the Thirty-seventh Session, 10 November 1989.
Professional Ethics Foundations

49. Effective interviewers should observe the highest ethical standards. Professional regulations for law enforcement and other information-gathering authorities, such as codes of ethics or professional conduct, set out the purpose, values and expectations of appropriate behaviour. Professional standards should govern all aspects of an official’s duties, including interviews, in conformity with international legal obligations.

50. A commitment to conducting ethical interviews should guide any interviewer. They should not sacrifice principle for expediency even when there is great pressure to do otherwise (e.g. due to limited time or demands for results). In the exercise of power when applying the law, interviewers should aim to obtain a solid, defensible outcome that withstands ethical, judicial and public scrutiny.

51. Professional codes of ethics for law enforcement officials emphasise the importance of respect, fairness and honesty as the foundations for all interviews:
   a. Respect includes respect for the law, the rights and dignity of the person, and the integrity of the information-gathering process. It also includes respect for individual autonomy, including every interviewee’s right to choose whether to speak or not.
   b. Fairness means that interviewers treat interviewees justly, without favouritism or discrimination. Fairness is acting with self-control and professionalism at all times, even in the face of provocation, and putting aside all personal views.
   c. Honesty means sincere and truthful dealings with interviewees. Interviewers do not manipulate or deceive interviewees with lies, misrepresentations, overstatements, partial truths, or any other means.

52. At all times, officials are expected to use State power lawfully, fairly and responsibly. Any unlawful act, committed in an official capacity, is an abuse of power. Unethical acts, such as lies and manipulation, may also constitute an abuse of power.

53. Interviewers have an ethical duty to adopt the most effective methods available that protect the rights and dignity of interviewees as well as the integrity of the process. Interviewers have a corresponding duty to reject coercive tactics, as they harm interviewees, undermine the objective of gathering accurate information and can amount to human rights violations.

Principle 2 – On Practice

Effective interviewing is a comprehensive process for gathering accurate and reliable information while implementing associated legal safeguards.

A Comprehensive Process

54. Effective interviewing is a process, not a single event. It encompasses all interactions between the investigative and information-gathering authorities with persons to be questioned. This begins with the moment an individual is identified as someone from whom an official wants to gather information, continues through to the conduct of the interview itself and concludes once the interviewer has conducted an assessment of the process and an analysis of the results. The interviewee’s treatment throughout the process – before, during, and after the conduct of any interviews – is essential to the integrity of the process.

55. Interviewing is a complex adaptive process involving human beings, human behaviours and human rights. The process is affected by the environmental conditions, and the outcomes can be influenced by the actions of the interviewer and all authorities involved. As a result, the interviewer is focused on information-gathering, rather than a drive to generate a confession, and maintains a flexible rather than linear approach to successfully elicit reliable and accurate accounts. Furthermore, every interview is different, so interviewers need to exercise their best professional judgement in deciding how to proceed at any particular point, but always in line with these Principles.

56. Interviews do not exist in isolation; they are part of a wider investigation or information-gathering effort. An interview will be guided by the objectives of the larger operation and by other available evidence. The information gathered during the interview may in turn be used to adjust the aims and strategies of the broader investigation, and even open new lines of enquiries. Information obtained during interviews can be crucial, as it commonly provides the foundation for subsequent decisions, such as whether to prosecute or not, and may be presented as important evidence in legal or other proceedings.

57. An effective interview process will typically involve the following:
   a. Thorough preparation and planning
   b. Ensuring relevant safeguards are applied throughout
   c. Keeping an open mind, including avoiding prejudice
   d. Creating a non-coercive environment
   e. Establishing and maintaining rapport
   f. Using lawful and scientifically supported questioning techniques
   g. Active listening and enabling the interviewee to speak freely and completely
   h. Assessment and analysis of the information gathered and the interview process.
Accurate and Reliable Information

58. The objective of all interviews is to obtain accurate and reliable information from the interviewee; it is never to confirm the interviewer’s belief about what might have happened, or to coerce the interviewee into providing information. Accurate and reliable information provides the basis for sound decision-making by authorities conducting investigations and information-gathering processes.

59. Seeking accurate information in an interview means that interviewers aim to obtain a description of events that is as free as possible from error or defect. Memory can be fragile, imperfect, incomplete and may degrade quickly. Therefore, interviewers should seek to gather and record an account of what occurred during an event under examination, which is as factual and complete as possible without omissions or distortion.

60. Seeking reliable information in an interview means that the account, when given without hindrance or coercion, is likely to be dependable and can withstand scrutiny, for example in subsequent legal proceedings.

Legal Safeguards

61. Legal and procedural safeguards grounded in international legal norms are an essential component of the interviewing process. Their effective implementation before, during, and after the interview contributes to the success of the process, by ensuring respect for human rights and enhancing the reliability and evidentiary value of the information obtained. They increase the likelihood of professional, effective interviews and the observance of fair treatment throughout the information-gathering and judicial processes. Therefore, it is in the interest of authorities, including interviewers, to ensure that interviewees are treated with dignity and due respect for the relevant legal standards because it produces legally sound outcomes.

62. The authorities must ensure the effective implementation of the following safeguards throughout the interview process:\(^5\)
   a. Right to information about rights
   b. Right to remain silent
   c. Right to information about the reasons for arrest and any charges at the time of the arrest
   d. Access to interpretation
   e. Right to notify a relative or third party of one’s detention
   f. Right of access to a lawyer, including through legal aid
   g. Right of access to a doctor and an independent medical examination
   h. Right to contact with the outside world
   i. Registration of persons held in detention
   j. Full recording of the interview
   k. Right to review and sign the interview record
   l. Right to be brought promptly before a judge or other judicial authority
   m. Access to effective and independent complaints mechanisms and oversight.

Before the Interview – Ensuring a Non-coercive Environment

63. The respect and fulfilment of human rights from the first moment of contact between the interviewee and authorities is essential to creating a non-coercive environment. This allows law enforcement, intelligence, security or military officials to create conditions conducive to

---

\(^5\) A/HRC/RES/31/31; A/HRC/RES/46/15, paras. 4 and 5.
gathering accurate and reliable information during the interview, to fulfil State obligations under international law and to protect the rights of the interviewee.

64. Unlawful and unprofessional behaviour, and a lack of accountability, at the early stages of contact may taint the overall judicial process irreversibly.

65. Stereotypes and prejudices can contaminate an interview and undermine the open-minded, rapport-based approach necessary to secure accurate information from interviews. Interviewers should exercise heightened self-awareness in order to prevent conscious and unconscious preconceived judgment regarding the interviewee’s identity, characteristics or background from affecting their questioning and interpretation of the information provided.

66. ‘Informal talks’\(^{53}\) that risk circumventing official interviews or applicable safeguards should not take place. Once a decision has been made to arrest, officers should only ask prospective interviewees a limited range of questions outside of official interviews, such as personal information or biographical data that are necessary for the purposes of conducting the arrest and administering custody intake procedures.

67. The risk of unlawful and inhumane treatment is particularly high upon apprehension or arrest and before arrival at an officially recognised place of detention. Risks associated with this period include excessive use of force, misuse of restraints, impromptu coercive questioning, and prolonged periods of confinement in transport vehicles – all of which may amount to torture.\(^{54}\)

68. When a decision has been made to place a person in detention, authorities must ensure that this person is taken without delay to an officially recognised place of detention. Any time a detainee is transferred to or from a place of detention (or other location, such as a courthouse) for interviewing, they must be transported in a humane, secure and safe manner. Procedures for the safe transport of detainees should be supported by full and proper record keeping, in an official register that opens a custody record for each individual and records details such as the time of deprivation of liberty, the persons responsible for their custody, their condition on arrival, and the time of arrival at the place of detention.\(^{55}\)

69. Ill-treatment or substandard conditions during this initial period may have a negative effect on the investigation and any subsequent interview: interviewees may be reluctant to talk and may suffer cognitive and physical ill-effects that impair their ability to fully understand and exercise their rights, as well as their ability to provide accurate and reliable information. Ensuring protection of the interviewee’s human rights and dignity during this time, beyond being a legal duty of officials, contributes to the integrity of all subsequent procedures.

70. When a person is detained prior to or between interviewing sessions, authorities must ensure that they are held in human-rights compliant conditions and treated with dignity at all times. This includes meeting their basic needs with regards to food, water, temperature, and adequate rest.\(^{56}\)

71. Interviews should not be excessive in length and be conducted in a non-intimidating, human-rights compliant environment\(^{57}\) with attention to privacy and safety. Optimal physical conditions

---

\(^{53}\) This refers to any communication between an official and a suspect, witness, victim or other person of interest outside an official interview.


\(^{55}\) Art. 17 of the Convention on Enforced Disappearance.

\(^{56}\) Art. 16 of the UNCAT; A/HRC/RES/46/15, para. 6; see also CPT/Inf(2019/9), 28th General Report of the CPT, April 2019, para. 80; African Commission of Human and People’s Rights, the Guidelines on the Conditions of Arrest, Police Custody and Pre-Trial Detention in Africa (Luanda Guidelines), 28 July 2016, Rule 4(e); Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, the Principles and Best Practices on the Protection of Persons Deprived of Liberty in the Americas, approved by the Commission during its 131st regular period of sessions, held from March 3-14 2008, principle XI.

\(^{57}\) A/HRC/RES/31/31, para. 12.
for the interviewee, can improve concentration, promote rapport, enhance communication, and facilitate reliable recall.

**Keeping the interviewee informed**

72. Demonstrating concern for the interviewee from the initial contact is the first opportunity for creating trust and rapport. This is more likely when an interviewee is given early, explicit explanations of why they have been brought in for questioning, which formalities apply, and how the interview will proceed. Explaining procedures and likely activities is an early opportunity to display sincerity, provide predictability, be respectful and attentive, and promote trust.  

73. When depriving someone of their liberty, detaining authorities must clearly explain to this person: the action that is taking place (such as arrest); the legal and factual grounds that justify that action;  

59 and clearly communicate to them information about their rights.  

60 The detaining authority should take all measures necessary to ensure, throughout the process, that the person has understood both reasons and rights, including how to access and exercise their rights meaningfully.

74. The right to be informed by the detaining authority about the reasons for arrest applies regardless of the manner, or the formality or informality with which an arrest is conducted, and regardless of the reasons for the deprivation of liberty. Providing information about the reasons for arrest and any charges is a safeguard against arbitrary arrest and enables a person to challenge the legality of their arrest and seek release if they believe the reasons for the arrest are unfounded, invalid, or otherwise unlawful. This also enables a person to challenge and seek to modify their conditions and treatment in detention.

75. Information regarding an interviewee’s rights and how to exercise them should be conveyed verbally, in clear, non-technical, and precise language upon arrest; and it should also be provided in writing by the detaining authority upon arrival at the place of detention in a language and format they understand. The written form setting out their rights must be signed by the arrested person and they must be allowed to keep a copy.

76. Professional and independent interpreters should be provided for all interviewees who do not speak or understand the language used by the authorities, including persons with sensory disabilities such as visual, auditory, and other impairments. Such interpretation should be provided promptly and throughout the interview process, notably when the arrested persons’ rights are explained to them and when they choose to exercise their rights of access to a lawyer and a doctor or medical professional.

**Notification of Family or Third Party**

77. A key safeguard for detainees is their right to promptly notify a family member, friend, or other person of their choice about the fact, place and circumstances of their detention.  

62 The detaining authority is responsible for enabling the communication with the third party and recording who has been notified and when the notification took place. In addition to being a legal obligation, facilitating this contact with the outside world is also an opportunity to build trust and rapport with a detainee.

---


59 Art. 9(2) of the ICCPR; A/HRC/RES/31/31, para. 6; A/HRC/46/15, para. 4.

60 A/HRC/RES/31/31, para. 6; A/HRC/RES/46/15, para. 4; principle 13 of the Body of Principles.


78. Authorities may only delay the notification of a third person on an exceptional basis, and only if the delay is provided for by law and necessary to prevent a risk to the investigation (such as to prevent the destruction of evidence or the flight of accomplices). The reasons for the delay should be recorded in a detailed manner, be accessible to counsel and to the person deprived of liberty, be approved by a prosecutor or a judge or other appropriate senior official and be judicially monitored as to the continuing necessity and proportionality of any delay.63

79. Foreign nationals who are arrested or detained must be informed immediately of their right to communicate with a consular or diplomatic representative of their country of origin, and asylum seekers should be informed of their right to contact relevant international agencies.64 Contact is to be facilitated by the detaining authority.

**Access to a Lawyer**

80. All detained persons being interviewed have a right to a lawyer, including through legal aid, before any questioning by authorities – independent of their status or formal designation. This right applies from the outset of deprivation of liberty.65

81. Access to a lawyer is inextricably linked to the protection of rights, prevention of torture and other ill-treatment, and helps to protect against compelled self-incrimination.

82. The interviewee is entitled to a lawyer of their own choosing, or to have one provided for them free of charge where the interests of justice so require.66 They are entitled to confer with their lawyer with sufficient time in a confidential setting before the interview. Detention officials must actively facilitate the timely attendance of a lawyer in coordination with the interviewer (if this is a different person).67

83. When the interviewee requests the presence of a lawyer, the interview – or so-called ‘informal talks’ – cannot take place before the interviewee has met with their lawyer and should not take place without the lawyer present.

84. Interviewees can waive their right to a lawyer. If or when an interviewee decides to waive their right to a lawyer, the waiver must be free, voluntary and properly recorded, and it should be signed by the detained person. Anyone who has waived their right to a lawyer should be clearly informed that the waiver can be revoked at any time.68

85. The presence of the lawyer is compulsory for detained children interviewed as suspects.69

**Access to Medical Examination and Health Care**

86. Authorities have a duty to protect the integrity and health of all persons in their custody. Detainees must be expressly guaranteed the right of access to a doctor and the right to a medical examination by an independent health professional, without delay, from the moment of

---

63 Principle 16.4 of the Body of Principles: Principles and Guidelines on Legal Aid, para. 43(e).
65 Art. 14(3)(d) of the ICCPR; principle 17 of the Body of Principles.
66 Art. 14(3)(d) of the ICCPR; Principles and Guidelines on Legal Aid.
67 Principles and Guidelines on Legal Aid, para 43(d); principle 18.3 of the Body of Principles; CCPR/C/GC/32, para. 34.
68 Principles and Guidelines on Legal Aid, para 43(b).
69 Art. 37(d) and 40(2)(b)(ii) of the CRC; see also Committee on the Rights of the Child, CRC/C/GC/10, General Comment No. 10 (2007), Children’s rights in juvenile justice, 25 April 2007, paras. 49-50.
deprivation of liberty. The detaining authority is also responsible for providing detainees with access to medical care throughout their detention.  

87. The physical and mental state in which an arrested or detained person enters the detention facility, including signs or complaints of excessive force used during the arrest and transportation into custody, should be recorded by the doctor or other medical professional. An independent medical examination, in accordance with the Istanbul Protocol, should take place without delay, if the detainee so requests, or where there is a suspicion or indication, that they have been subjected to torture or other ill-treatment. The medical professional conducting the examination should not belong to or be functionally dependent upon the detaining authorities or to a law-enforcement agency. No interview should take place until the medical examination is completed.

88. Medical examinations should be provided free of charge by appropriately and adequately trained, impartial and independent health professionals. Authorities should ensure that the medical staff involved in the examination is of the gender preferred by the person examined. Medical staff should ensure that detainees provide free and informed consent before and throughout examinations, testing, or course of treatment. Special measures should be taken to ensure that persons with disabilities are provided with information in a manner or form that allow them to provide free and informed consent.  

89. All medical examinations should be conducted out of the hearing and out of the sight of the law enforcement staff. In exceptional cases, if the health professional so requests, special security arrangements may be considered such as having an officer within call or within sight but always out of hearing. Such arrangements should be noted in both the examination and custody records. The use of any means of restraint during the medical examination should be avoided and must always be based on an individual security assessment by the medical professional.  

90. All health findings, mental and physical, should be documented, made available to the detainee and their lawyer, and accessible if needed for later legal proceedings. The detainee or suspect has a right to access the records of their medical examinations and treatment. The confidentiality of medical data is to be strictly observed, and non-medical staff should not have access to medical records or injury reports, except on a need-to-know basis.  

91. Individuals who are to be interviewed must be physically and psychologically fit for that purpose. Being in the right state of health significantly facilitates both the development of trust and rapport and the elicitation of information from memory. Interviewing someone who appears to be traumatised, distressed, exhausted, intoxicated, or otherwise in a weakened state, may re-traumatise them, increase suggestibility, produce poor quality information and risk that evidence being challenged or rejected in subsequent legal processes. Interviewers should temporarily delay an interview if an interviewee appears to be in an unfit state, or if a medical professional has advised that the detainee is unfit for an interview.

---


71 UN Office of the High-Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), Manual on the Effective Investigation and Documentation of Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (Istanbul Protocol), 2004, HR/P/PT/8/Rev.1.

72 Art. 25(d) of the CRPD; World Medical Association Declaration of Lisbon on the Rights of Patients (Lisbon Declaration), adopted by September/October 1981, amended in September 1995, editorially revised in October 2005, reaffirmed in April 2015; Istanbul Protocol, paras. 63-64.

73 Istanbul Protocol, paras. 6, 82.

74 Principle 26 of the Body of Principles; Lisbon Declaration, para. 7; Istanbul Protocol, para. 65.

Principles on Effective Interviewing
for Investigations and Information Gathering

Preparations for the Interviewer

92. Once an individual has been identified as a person the authorities wish to interview, the appointed interviewer should start thorough preparations. This initial work should always take place within an overarching interview strategy so that the interview is considered in the context of the overall investigation or information-gathering operation.

93. Being fully prepared increases an interviewer’s ability to effectively communicate with interviewees, and hence, the likelihood of obtaining reliable information. Efforts spent on planning reduce the risk of having cases dismissed as a result of procedural or other avoidable errors.

94. Before commencing an interview it is crucial to maximise the investigative and evidentiary value of the information already gathered. To the extent possible, interviewers should obtain and review as much evidence or information as is available – such as witness and victim statements already taken, prior statements by a suspect, forensic reports, physical evidence, and electronic images and information. Interviewers should assess the relevance and reliability of the available information and identify information gaps that need to be filled before and during the interview.

95. When preparing for an interview – and throughout the process – interviewers should exercise caution to avoid ‘confirmation bias.’ Interviewers should actively search for evidence or explanations that go beyond their initial assumptions or views, including those that indicate innocence. By keeping an open information-gathering mindset throughout the process, interviewers remain as objective as possible. They should also consider alternative plausible explanations to be explored during the interview to both eliminate doubt about the matters being examined and set conditions for well-informed decisions.

96. Each interview requires an interview plan outlining such details as the objectives, specific questions to be asked, mode of recording, timing, location of the interview and other persons to be in the room. Effective interviews should be limited in time and focused on clear objectives. Plans should include an element of flexibility as each interview is different and the interchange will be dynamic.

97. Knowing how and when to present evidence and information during an interview is a key skill for interviewers; this should be a part of an interviewer’s preparations. The timing of disclosure of potential evidence can be an effective way to determine the reliability of what the interviewee says. If evidence is presented too early, any information provided subsequently may simply reflect what the interviewee learned during the interview or thinks they should say, rather than being the result of authentic memories. Planning for the appropriate timing of disclosure of information, therefore, can mitigate the risk of contaminating an interviewee’s memory. Any strategic disclosure of evidence must be consistent with national laws concerning the right of suspects to obtain sufficient information about the accusations to be able to challenge effectively the lawfulness of the arrest or detention.

98. In their preparations, interviewers should consider how they will make a record of what is said. Prior to the interview, the interviewer should always advise the interviewee and their lawyer how the interview will be recorded and obtain their free and informed consent.

99. Audio-visual recording allows the interviewer to focus on the interview and saves time if a judicial process ensues. An audio-visual recording of the entire interview is also an important

77 Granhag & Hartwig “The strategic use of evidence technique”, (footnote 31).
safeguard against ill-treatment.\textsuperscript{78} When done correctly, it provides a complete and authentic record of the interview.\textsuperscript{79} The use of this technology facilitates the investigation of any allegations of ill-treatment, which is in the mutual interest of the interviewer and the interviewee in cases where misconduct is alleged.

100. If recording equipment is available but not used, the specific reasons and justifications should be recorded. Any other deviations from departmental or agency policies on recording should also be documented. Any electronic recording of interviews must be kept for a reasonable period and be made available for review by appropriate persons.\textsuperscript{80}

101. Interviewers should verify all aspects of pre-interview activity and interviewee treatment, including custody records, so that they can assess any potential impact previous activity might have on the interview.

102. The interviewer should ensure that all safeguards which apply prior to the interview have been upheld, including by working with legal representatives. This contributes to building rapport with the interviewee as it demonstrates the interviewer’s respect for the human rights and dignity of the interviewee and improves the prospects for obtaining reliable information.

103. Interviewers are responsible for considering the interviewee’s needs identified earlier by officials, as well as for assessing situations of heightened vulnerability (including the emotional state of the interviewee) and preparing to address them in appropriate ways. For example, they may need to arrange to have third parties present, such as legal representatives and support persons for children or interviewees with intellectual or psychosocial disabilities.

104. Interviewers should continually monitor their own emotions about the subject matter and their feelings toward the interviewee, to be able to project calm and self-control throughout the interview. If this appears impossible, a different interviewer should be assigned to take over.

**During the Interview – Establishing and Maintaining Rapport**

105. Effective interviewers are adaptable, listen carefully, communicate empathy, and adopt the ethos that non-coercive, humane, ethical, lawful and appropriate questioning serves the interest of all involved: the interviewer, the interviewee and the information-gathering authorities. They recognise that the interviewer’s role is to acquire the best possible information for decisions to be made. Only courts determine guilt or innocence.

106. The development of rapport is essential in supporting effective information-gathering. During the interview, rapport entails establishing and maintaining a relationship characterised by: respect and trust; a non-judgmental mindset; non-aggressive body language; attentiveness; and patience. This reduces the effects of the inherent power imbalance in the interview process.

107. The interviewer should take time to interact meaningfully with the interviewee and clearly restate information about their rights and the interview procedure; if necessary, this includes the assistance of an interpreter and any other third parties to assist in communication. If the interviewee seems uncertain about their rights, the interviewer should explain them again and


\textsuperscript{79} Audio-visual recording should include both the interviewer(s) and interviewee in the video frame. A focus only on the interviewee distorts the perceptions of those who may subsequently view the video (e.g., judges or juries), see G.D. Lassiter, L.J. Ware, M.J. Lindberg, & J.J. Ratcliffe, “Videotaping custodial interrogations: toward a scientifically based policy”, in *Police Interrogations and False Confessions*, Lassiter & Meissner, eds. (footnote 8).

\textsuperscript{80} Principle 23 of the Body of Principles.
confirm that they have been understood. In the case of suspects in criminal cases, interviewers should remind the individual that they have a right to remain silent and that their account may be used in evidence against them.

108. A lawyer present during an interview serves as a legal resource, an eyewitness to the fairness of the process, and a safeguard against misunderstandings, misrepresentations and any attempt to conduct the interview unlawfully. These functions serve to enhance the evidentiary value of the information gathered during the interview.

109. An effective interviewer should establish a respectful and professional working relationship with the lawyer. The lawyer present is entitled to ask questions, solicit clarifications, contest evidence presented, challenge unfair questions or abusive behaviour on the part of the interviewer, and be generally vigilant of their client’s rights.

110. If an interviewee requires the presence of a lawyer, even if they have previously waived that right, the interview will be suspended until a lawyer is present.

111. The interviewer should remain attentive to the interviewee’s mental and physical state throughout the interview. They should be provided with sufficient uninterrupted rest periods and adequate food and drink.

112. Setting out expectations at the beginning of an interview will lead to a more effective process. For example, the interviewer should encourage the interviewee to say if there is anything they do not understand or believe they have been misunderstood. Interviewees should be invited to give as much relevant detail as they can, to take as much time as they need before answering, to ask questions and to say if they need something.

Information-Gathering Techniques

113. Active listening helps the interviewer process the information provided by the interviewee. By listening actively, the interviewer shows that they are following what the interviewee is saying and making efforts to understand. The interviewer takes care not to lead an interviewee inadvertently by using verbal or visual cues, including sounds, gestures or questions, which may be interpreted as agreeing or disagreeing with what the person is saying.

114. The interviewee should be invited to explain in their own words their involvement in, or knowledge or recollection of the matter under scrutiny, and should be allowed to respond fully. This can then be probed for further detail to fill any gaps or explain discrepancies.

115. The interviewer should not generally interrupt the interviewee or break their train of thought and always remain attentive to information provided by the interviewee in order to notice important details and identify specific topics requiring follow-up. Not interrupting is supplemented by making use of silence where appropriate. By remaining quiet, the interviewer signals that it is acceptable to take time to stop and think, and that the interviewer is willing to wait in order to get more details.

116. The type of questioning employed in an interview contributes to achieving the desired objectives and overall outcomes. The aim is to obtain as much voluntary and uncontaminated information as possible. Each question should have a purpose and be asked in a non-judgemental way. The language used should be clear and avoid technical terms or jargon and acronyms.

117. Open-ended questions, such as ’explain to me,’ ’tell me’ or ’please describe,’ reduce the risk of contaminating the interviewee’s memory; they are more likely to produce more details and fuller answers, which are less likely to have been influenced by the interviewer.

118. Probing questions, such as ‘who,’ ‘what’ and ‘where’, may be necessary to obtain more detail once a response has been given to an open-ended question. They help in obtaining additional relevant information and identifying specific gaps and inconsistencies that require further exploration. Interviewees may also reveal something that they have not previously disclosed.
119. The strategic use of information can help guide the interview to ensure the information being elicited is relevant to the purpose of the interview.

120. Accurate summaries of what the interviewee has said may facilitate the positive progression of the interview and assist the interviewer and interviewee in recalling important details. However, poorly worded summaries may contaminate the interviewee’s account and introduce bias or inaccuracies. Interviewees may also interpret inaccurate summarising as an indication that the interviewer was not listening or is trying to manipulate their account.

Encountering Reluctance

121. Interviewers may encounter interviewees who are reluctant to talk and therefore should anticipate how they will handle such situations. Not wanting or agreeing to answer questions may be a deliberate choice. For example, suspects in criminal cases have the right to remain silent and some will exercise this right. This decision must always be respected and has no bearing on the interviewee’s right to the presumption of innocence.

122. Reasons why an interviewee might be reluctant to talk can include general anxiety or uncertainty about the process, especially if the person has never been involved in such a situation before. Fear can also play a part; for example, a fear of police and other state officials, or fear of adverse repercussions to themselves or others if it becomes known that they have talked to the authorities. Interviewees may also be psychologically affected by what they have seen, heard or been through. Reluctance to talk may also be due to the interviewee’s personal reactions to the interviewer or interpreter.

123. It is also possible that an interviewee may be willing to provide information but is unable to do so. This can be because they did not have the relevant information to begin with, or they failed to register the details. It may be that the passage of time or things that interviewees have experienced have led them to forget the original details or made them unable to retrieve them from their memory.

124. Interviewers will increase the likelihood of conducting an effective interview by expressing a respectful awareness of why someone may be reluctant to talk, clarifying that any information provided will be kept confidential within the limits allowed by law, and respecting any continuing refusal to talk. Interviewers should not draw negative inferences from the interviewee’s failure or refusal to answer questions and should remain non-judgemental when an interviewee may make admissions to crimes or convey embarrassing information.

Suspending the interview

125. It is appropriate and permissible for interviewers to suspend the interview in order to follow-up on information received or conduct additional enquiries. Similarly, the lawyer or the interviewee may request a break, for instance in order to rest or to consult in private. A refusal to accept such a request may affect the reliability of information gathered from the interview.

126. If the interviewee requires medical attention, the interviewer must immediately suspend the interview and ensure prompt care is provided.

127. It is essential to ensure that persons are not questioned as witnesses in order to evade legal requirements attached to the questioning of suspects. If a person originally interviewed as a witness becomes a suspect in the course of an interview, the interviewer should immediately halt the session to give a clear warning to the interviewee that their status has changed to that of a suspect. The interviewer should inform the interviewee of their rights as a suspect and provide the necessary time and resources for the interviewee to realise those rights.

---

81 A/71/298.
Concluding the Interview – Assessment and Analysis

128. An effective interviewer should always end the interview respectfully and on a professional note. This increases the likelihood of keeping channels open for future communication, avoids possible misunderstandings and can improve trust in public institutions.

129. The interviewer should review the information obtained with the interviewee (and the lawyer, if involved), and, where a written record (as opposed to an audio/video recording) has been made, invite them to sign as a confirmation of the record’s accuracy. Any amendments should be recorded, and if relevant, any refusal of the interviewee to sign the interview record.82 A copy of any written record should be provided to the interviewee and their lawyer (if involved).83 The interviewer should then give the interviewee appropriate information about the next stages of the process.

130. Once the interview has been completed, the interviewer ensures that the information provided during the process is subject to the appropriate level of privacy and of data protection. This may include ensuring that such information is not communicated to the public or to institutions in a way that may jeopardise the rights of the interviewee.

131. Assessment and analysis is an integral part of a successful interview process. The time spent on this may vary according to the seriousness of the matter, however it should never be rushed. The interviewer should assess and analyse:
   a. The value and reliability of the information obtained and how it fits with known evidence, information gaps and other intelligence gathered.
   b. What further enquiries are necessary in order to advance the investigation or operation.
   c. Whether all relevant safeguards were applied effectively.

---

83 Principle 23(2) of the Body of Principles.
Principle 3 – On Vulnerabilities

Effective interviewing requires identifying and addressing the needs of interviewees in situations of vulnerability.

The Interview as a Situation of Vulnerability

132. Virtually all persons being interviewed find themselves in a situation of vulnerability due to the inherently unequal balance of power characterising such interactions with authorities. The imbalance of power is particularly acute when an interviewee is detained and thus wholly dependent on the authorities for the exercise and enjoyment of their human rights.

133. Interviewers need to be aware of the possible effects of the power imbalance and take steps to mitigate them, thus ensuring the protection of all interviewees under the law while also maximising the value of the information gathered. The power imbalance may lead to an interviewee feeling anything from mild anxiety to extreme fear. Such reactions can affect a person’s physical, cognitive and emotional responses to being questioned. They may hinder the interviewee’s understanding of the questions posed and the possible implications of their answers. They may also affect the interviewee’s ability to make informed decisions in their own best interest or to provide detailed and accurate information. At its worst, the state of heightened stress felt by some interviewees can impair memory retrieval and produce false information.

134. Following the guidance in these Principles can help to reassure interviewees and will contribute to creating a non-coercive environment. Doing so will play a particularly important part in preventing the misuse of power by interviewers, which undermines the integrity of the interview process, as well as in curtailting the high-risk practice of ‘informal interviews’ which carry significant risks of ill-treatment.

Persons in Situations of Heightened Vulnerability

135. Some interviewees will experience a situation of heightened vulnerability when the interview intersects with certain other specific risk factors. In such circumstances, the interviewee will have additional needs and rights requiring attention from authorities. Such risk factors can include, for instance:

- Age, sex, gender, gender identity or expression, or sexual orientation
- Nationality or ethnicity
- Cultural or religious background
- Physical, intellectual, or psychological disability
- Difficulties with communication
- Difficulties in understanding (including language barriers)

---

g. Inability to read and/or write
h. Age-related conditions such as dementia
i. Belonging to a minority group or a marginalised socio-economic group.

136. Accepting that “vulnerability” is a dynamic and evolving concept, other situational features that may heighten vulnerability include:

a. Health status such as injury, illness, depression, anxiety, intoxication, post-traumatic stress disorder, or other weakened or altered state.
b. Prior traumatic experiences, including having been the subject of or witnessing abuses or human rights violations.
c. Immigration status such as asylum-seeker or refugee, unrecognised migrant worker, irregular migrant or victim of human trafficking.
d. Being pregnant or breastfeeding, or being a primary caretaker and not having been given the opportunity to make alternative caretaking arrangements.
e. The nature of the offence under investigation such as paedophilia, political offences, or terrorist acts.  

137. Risks can fluctuate depending on factors such as context, culture and time. Features suggesting heightened vulnerability may be permanent in nature, or temporary. In some cases, a person’s heightened vulnerability may be obvious or already documented; in other cases, it may not be known or readily apparent. Likewise, it can be the product of several intersecting factors that give rise to unique lived realities and experiences, as well as to particularly heightened vulnerability to discrimination and ill-treatment.

138. By virtue of their age, children are always in situations of heightened vulnerability during interviews, requiring special measures to ensure their adequate protection. As such, interviewers who have undergone specialist training are more suitable to interview children. Consideration should be given to how best to communicate and build rapport with the child and to where and when the interview should take place. Interviews with child victims and witnesses should use interviewers who have undergone specialist training.

139. When a child is a suspect, they must never be subjected to questioning or requested to make any statements or sign any documents related to the offence of which they are suspected without the presence and assistance of a lawyer and, in principle, of an adult trusted by the child acting as an intermediary. Children cannot waive their right to a lawyer.

140. Interviewers should be aware that certain behaviours may increase an individual’s vulnerability and ensure they do not affect the interviewee’s responses. These include:

a. Suggestibility, where interviewees, particularly children and interviewees with psycho-social or intellectual disabilities, are easily swayed and are acutely vulnerable to being asked leading and misleading questions or being subjected to interrogative pressure and deceit, which may lead to false or unreliable information.
b. Acquiescence, namely the tendency to respond in the affirmative without thinking, usually to get the interview over as soon as possible.
c. Compliance, where an interviewee says what they think the interviewer wants to hear to get a favourable response and avoid disapproval or ill-treatment.

141. Individuals may also be in situations of heightened vulnerability because of institutional prejudice, discrimination, or a lack of awareness, training or appropriate infrastructure. These failings can affect institutional structures and policies, and/or individual judgement and actions.

87 Art. 37(d) and 40(2)(b)(ii) of the CRC; see also CRC/C/GC/10, paras. 49-50.
Assessing and Addressing Situations of Heightened Vulnerability

142. Authorities should implement enhanced protections and special measures designed to address the specific needs and rights of persons in situations of heightened vulnerability, in particular as it relates to non-discrimination and protection against compelled self-incrimination. This may require a differentiated application of legal and procedural safeguards.

143. Before carrying out an interview, authorities should assess whether the interviewee may be in a situation of vulnerability, and whether they require special attention. The kind of action taken will require a flexible, tailored response. Interviewers and other relevant authorities should consider and determine, on a case-by-case basis, whether they should summon another interviewer such as someone of a different gender or with specialised training, or consult with particular experts. Some steps should be set out in law, others rely on the interviewer’s judgement.

144. When assessing and addressing an interviewee’s needs, interviewers should keep questions and discussion about the events in question to a minimum. This helps avoid the risk of altering or contaminating the interviewee’s memory before formal questioning.

145. Vulnerability does not necessarily preclude an interviewee from providing reliable information; this can often be accomplished with support. For example, interviewees experiencing hearing or speech difficulties may require a skilled interpreter or support person. Consulting with people who know the interviewee well, such as a family member or social worker, can facilitate the interviewer’s interaction with the interviewee.

146. A full written record of any assessment of vulnerabilities, together with the steps the interviewer took to support the interviewee, constitutes an important safeguard. Such recording helps identify the steps required to enable effective communication, engagement with the information-gathering process and the interviewee’s safety. In the case of suspects, interviewers should inform the interviewee’s legal representative of any vulnerability identified and the steps they have taken to accommodate the interviewee’s needs.

147. Interviewers responsible for questioning interviewees in situations of heightened vulnerability should, if possible, have received specialist training or be assisted by an appropriate expert. In the case of children, the interview process must be subject to specialist procedures and undertaken by specially-trained interviewers.

148. The interviewer should take reasonable steps to ensure that the location and environment in which the interview takes place do not themselves create distress for an interviewee in a situation of heightened vulnerability.
Principle 4 – On Training

Effective interviewing is a professional undertaking that requires specific training.

149. All personnel who conduct interviews, including police and other law enforcement officers, as well as intelligence and military personnel, should receive specific training in effective interviewing – in line with the principles outlined in this document. This will equip them to understand, prepare for and undertake interviews in accordance with international and national law, institutional rules, and the highest professional standards.

150. Techniques of effective interviewing should be taught throughout agencies to promote an institutional change towards policies and methods based on an open-minded approach intended to gather accurate and reliable information from all categories of interviewee.

151. Setting high professional standards should be supported by competitive and rigorous recruitment of officers based on selection criteria and a process that builds a diversity of skilled personnel for interviewing.

Specific Training

152. Specific training will ensure a high degree of consistency in how interviewers prepare for and structure an interview. Training should also teach practical methodology drawing on the relevant research that shows that certain interviewing techniques facilitate the retrieval of accurate and reliable accounts and minimise the risks of obtaining false information.

153. The content of training in effective interviewing should include establishing the importance of the interview as a crucial part of the wider investigative or information-gathering process, and ultimately of the process of justice, regardless of the jurisdiction. Emphasising the effectiveness of interviewing and relevant safeguards is key for ensuring compliance with the State’s positive obligations towards an individual’s enjoyment of human rights, and for preventing torture or ill treatment.88

154. Key elements of effective interview training include how to:
   a. Keep an open mind and avoid prejudice
   b. Strategically plan and prepare
   c. Build and maintain rapport
   d. Identify and respond to the specific needs of interviewees
   e. Comply with international human rights law
   f. Ensure safeguards are applied throughout the interview process
   g. Employ scientifically supported questioning techniques
   h. Use active listening skills and allow interviewees to respond fully to questions
   i. Interact with a reluctant interviewee
   j. Interact with an interviewee’s lawyer
   k. Initiate and end the interview professionally
   l. Conduct an analysis of the information gathered
   m. Assess the interview process with a view to improving skills.

---

88 Art. 10 of the UNCAT.
155. Interview training should be of sufficient length to instil the necessary theoretical foundations and practical knowledge, and to include multiple practice sessions using realistic operational scenarios, with feedback from supervisors and peers.

156. The participation of former interviewees and other professionals (such as medical personnel, interpreters, and support persons) in scenario-based sessions can enrich the training experience.

157. Additional training should be given to interviewers, intermediaries and interpreters who are involved in interviewing persons in situations of heightened vulnerability, such as children and persons with psychosocial disabilities. Such training should provide guidance on monitoring the interviewee’s psychological well-being, and if necessary, stop the interview and seek assistance from appropriately trained professionals.  

158. Personnel who manage and supervise interviewers should also receive training, so they not only improve their own interviewing skills but also learn how to assess the overall quality of an interview, in order to provide appropriate feedback and support to interviewers.

159. Other relevant persons such as judges, prosecutors, custody officers, and defence lawyers should also be briefed on effective interviewing. This helps develop a common understanding of their respective roles and challenges, and facilitates external monitoring or assessment if complaints arise.

160. The use of technology in training can help improve the quality of future interviews and generate valuable data for further research. This includes using audio-visual equipment to record training sessions and using electronically recorded interviews as examples for scenario-based sessions.

161. Cooperation on training should be encouraged between law enforcement agencies, military and intelligence personnel, oversight bodies, academia and international partners. Academic and independent researchers should be encouraged to make their relevant studies public and accessible.

162. Training programmes should be regularly updated to reflect the evolution of international human rights standards and scientific research. Regularly bringing evolving research and techniques validated in practice can also strengthen training programs.

Continuous Professional Development

163. Interviewing knowledge and skills need to be maintained across time. Incorporating effective interviewing into continuous professional development programmes will help ensure institutional commitment to ethical and effective interviews.

164. Critical elements for continuous professional development include commitment from leadership, regular training reinforcement and refresher training to refine techniques, correct errors and present interviewers with the latest relevant research.

165. Continuous professional development programmes should enable agencies, and in particular supervisors, to better monitor and measure interviewing performance, identify further training needs, improve the use of evolving technology and update research knowledge.


90 Art. 11 of the UNCAT.
**Principle 5 – On Accountability**

**Effective interviewing requires transparent and accountable institutions.**

**Institutional Procedures and Review**

166. Standard operating procedures, codes of conduct or other institutional directives of the authorities contribute to effective interviewing practices and drive change in institutional culture.

167. In accordance with Article 11 of the UN Convention against Torture, authorities are required to keep a systematic, thorough and broad review of existing rules, instructions, methods and practices related to interviewing. Based on this assessment, investigative authorities should adopt and make known standard operating procedures, policies and codes of conduct to set enforceable standards for agents performing interviews. Such norms must be consistent with internationally recognised standards of conduct for law enforcement personnel and other officials responsible for interviews.

168. Regular reviews conducted by the authorities should also assess the level of financial resources invested in interviewing, including the appropriate use of technology. Regular review can help ensure that nationally agreed standards are applied and adhered to, supported by a cycle of improvement.

169. Reviews can usefully draw on the knowledge and assistance of independent researchers, skilled practitioners and organisations with experience of and commitment to effective interviewing.

170. Transparency and accountability should apply at every rank of authority, including at individual, supervisory and organisational levels.

171. Transparency is crucial to maintaining public confidence in an institution’s integrity and in the overall administration of justice. Authorities should make available their internal rules and procedures related to interviewing.

172. Right of access to information must be guaranteed to interviewees, their families, lawyers and other legal service providers as well as to oversight mechanisms.

173. All personal information gathered from an interview must be safeguarded from inappropriate use with due regard to the principles of confidentiality and privacy, as well as to data protection legislation and regulations.

**Effective Record Keeping**

174. The effective recording of information is a prerequisite to transparency and accountability. Good record keeping can also support early identification of risk, performance planning, resource allocation, audit processes and research.

---

91 Art. 11 of the UNCAT; see also A/HRC/RES/31/31, paras. 11-12; A/HRC/RES/46/15, para. 10.
93 Art. 20 of the Convention on Enforced Disappearance; Art. 21 of the OPCAT.
Principles on Effective Interviewing for Investigations and Information Gathering

175. Whenever someone is detained, an individual custody record, preferably in an electronic form, must be opened as soon as practicable.94

176. An accurate record must be made of all interviews, preferably with the use of audio-visual technology. Although implementing audio-visual recording may have to occur progressively, there are tangible benefits and savings associated with having reliable records.

177. Audio-visual recordings will facilitate the investigation of any allegations of ill-treatment during an interview. This is in the interest both of persons who claim to have been ill-treated and of interviewers confronted with ill-treatment allegations.

Prevention and Reporting

178. Respect for and commitment to effective interviewing and associated safeguards should be reflected within internal rules, codes of conduct and performance assessments of relevant authorities.

179. All agencies conducting interviews should have self-regulating internal complaints and investigation units with clear internal chains of command, impartial reporting, protection from reprisals, and specific procedures to correct, discipline or refer for criminal investigation any abuse or violation committed.95

180. Non-compliance with internal rules on interviewing should trigger an appropriate institutional response – ranging from retraining to disciplinary action. Serious breaches of legal obligations such as the absolute prohibition of torture and ill-treatment must lead to criminal procedures and sanctions.96 Any breach of discipline or good conduct should be dealt with impartially and proportionately in accordance with international law and standards on procedural fairness.

181. State officials must never ignore unlawful behaviour – irrespective of the person’s rank, grade or role – wherever it occurs, and in whatever context.

182. Supervisors must assess, take positive action, report or otherwise escalate appropriately any report of unprofessional behaviour or wrongdoing by someone for whom they are responsible.97

183. A duty to report torture and ill-treatment should be required and protected. If an official feels they cannot question or challenge a colleague directly, they should report their concerns through a line manager, an agency reporting mechanism or other appropriate channels including oversight mechanisms. This duty to report should also apply if they have the impression that their concern has not been met with the appropriate response.

184. Anyone reporting a violation, such as a ‘whistle-blower’, should be provided adequate protection from any form of reprisals or negative treatment.

185. Other criminal justice professionals such as lawyers, prosecutors and judges who see, hear of, or suspect interview-related wrongdoing, also have a duty to bring it to the agency's attention through appropriate channels or report it to other relevant authorities.

186. Criminal justice professionals play an important role in preventing torture and other ill-treatment and improving interviewing practices. This includes, in particular, the duty to exclude from

94 Art. 17(3) of the Convention on Enforced Disappearance; principle 12 of the Body of Principles; see also Rule 9(c) of the Luanda Guidelines; ECtHR, Doyle v. Ireland, para. 99.
96 Arts. 6-8 of the UNCAT.
judicial proceedings any evidence obtained by the use of torture, other ill-treatment, procedural wrongdoing or any form of coercive methods.

187. The over-reliance on confessions in judicial proceedings provides an improper incentive for interviewers to see confessions as the sole objective of an interview, and should therefore be avoided.

**External Oversight and Independent Monitoring**

188. External oversight bodies – such as National Human Rights Institutions, Ombudsperson Offices, judicial bodies, or specialist oversight organisations – should have access to any facility in which a detained person is interviewed and information on the persons detained within.

189. External monitoring bodies should be able to have confidential contacts with any persons in detention. Persons complaining about ill-treatment or infringements committed by State agents must have the right to communicate freely and in full confidentiality with independent monitoring bodies, without fear of reprisals, subject to reasonable conditions to ensure security and good order.

190. In accordance with the Paris Principles on National Human Rights Institutions,98 external monitoring bodies should be independent and adequately resourced to undertake thorough, prompt, impartial and fair analysis of the functioning of places where people are interviewed and to ensure the respect for the rights and dignity of the persons.

191. State Parties to the Optional Protocol to the UN Convention against Torture must empower National Preventive Mechanisms to conduct unannounced visits to places of detention. They should have access to information and files as well as the power to conduct interviews in private with persons deprived of liberty as well as with the staff.99

192. States should establish systems and processes to allow external monitoring bodies to provide recommendations of any reforms necessary to improve interviewing effectiveness and legal safeguards. Authorities should commit themselves to a dialogue with the external bodies on their findings and recommendations.

193. Civil society organisations can also play a key role in independent oversight and monitoring. Authorities should welcome their participation and give due consideration to any reports they produce as a result of monitoring places where persons are deprived of their liberty and interviews are carried out; this includes interviews with witnesses and victims.

**Complaints and Investigations**

194. All interviewees have the right to complain of any mistreatment, including denial of rights or safeguards. Such complaints must be promptly, thoroughly and impartially examined through competent assigned channels.100

195. Access to complaints mechanisms must be easy, direct, free of charge, and confidential. Appropriate measures should be taken to ensure that complaints mechanisms are accessible to

---

99 Arts. 19-20 of the OPCAT.
100 Arts. 12-13 of the UNCAT.
all, in particular to persons in situations of heightened vulnerability. Complainants should receive clear guidance on complaint processes, appeals mechanisms and outcomes. 101

196. All complaints should be recorded, regardless of when they occur. Such complaints should be part of the official record. Whenever a complaint is made by or on behalf of an interviewee in the course of an interview, recording may entail a temporary suspension of the interview.

197. Where the interviewer has reasonable grounds to believe that the interviewee has been mistreated or had their rights denied prior to the interview, they should inform the appropriate officer or authority, who is then responsible for dealing with such allegations.

198. Whenever there are grounds to believe that an act of torture has been committed, even in the absence of a complaint, there must be a thorough, prompt, and impartial investigation, in compliance with Article 12 of the UN Convention against Torture. 102

199. For serious allegations including torture, complaints should be investigated by an independent entity. States should establish external mechanisms for investigations and complaints that are operationally and financially independent from both the law enforcement and prosecution services or any other agencies responsible for persons deprived of their liberty. To be effective and independent, such mechanisms should have adequate investigatory powers, political support, human and financial resources, and competence to issue recommendations and manage follow-up.

200. All complainants should be protected from any adverse repercussions and reprisals as a consequence of having made a complaint. 103

Redress and Reparations

201. Redress for victims of torture or other ill-treatment is a human right which promotes accountability and the restoration of dignity. Redress signals strong opposition to the violation of existing obligations and must include a combination of restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition. Remedies should be proportionate to the harm caused. 104

202. Access to remedies for torture or other ill-treatment must not be conditioned on the identification, investigation or prosecution of a perpetrator; it is only necessary to establish that such an act has been committed. 105

203. Excluding evidence obtained under torture or other ill-treatment is an interviewee's right and is an effective remedy against wrongdoing by interviewers. 106


102 Art. 12 of the UNCAT.

103 Art. 13 of the UNCAT.

104 Art. 14 of the UNCAT; see A/RES/60/147, Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law, 16 December 2005.

105 Art. 14 of the UNCAT; CAT/C/GC/3, Committee Against Torture, General Comment No. 3 (2012), Implementation of article 14 by States parties, 13 December 2012, para. 3.

Principle 6 – On Implementation

The implementation of effective interviewing requires robust national measures.

205. To implement these Principles, States should adopt and develop appropriate legal, policy, regulatory and institutional frameworks and ensure judicial oversight of interviewing authorities. This will require sustained and coordinated efforts by relevant actors at the domestic level.

206. By enacting robust national measures, authorities demonstrate a determination and long-term commitment to:
   a. Eradicating mistreatment throughout the interview process and ensuring compliance with international human rights standards
   b. Providing suitable and sufficient interview training for all relevant authorities
   c. Facilitating cooperation between experts, practitioners, and policy-makers in designing appropriate and effective interviewing strategies and practice
   d. Promoting oversight and accountability in relation to interviewing, tackling institutional corruption and cultures of impunity
   e. Improving the functioning of the criminal justice system and the administration of justice.

207. This commitment is not only to improving policy and practice to prevent any form of torture and other ill-treatment and uphold the rule of law, but also to instituting the most effective methods for improving public safety in light of international standards.

Domestic Legal Frameworks

208. States should systematically review their legal frameworks, as well as enact and publish laws, decrees and policy documents that regulate the treatment of persons being questioned, including how the interviewing process is carried out. Such legislation and procedure must be in full conformity with existing legal obligations under international law, in particular the absolute prohibition of torture and other forms of ill-treatment.107

209. Safeguards that are associated with effective interviewing should also be enshrined in law and regulations, as well as include at a minimum immediate notification of families, access to medical examination and access to a lawyer. In this regard, the State must strengthen access to legal aid and state-supported defence before and during interviews.108

210. The adequate criminalisation of torture and other ill-treatment is key to facilitating the conduct of effective interviews. No exceptional circumstances can be invoked as a justification for torture or other ill-treatment.109

211. The legal framework should ensure that any confession or other statement extracted under torture or other form of coercion has no evidentiary value, except against suspected perpetrators of such abuse and for the fact that a statement was made. National laws must ensure that those responsible for coercion and abuse are held accountable.110

---

107 Art. 11 of the UNCAT; A/HRC/RES/31/31, para. 11; A/HRC/RES/46/15, para. 10.
108 A/HRC/RES/31/31, paras. 4-9; A/HRC/RES/46/15, para. 5.
109 Arts. 4-6 of the UNCAT.
110 Art. 15 of the UNCAT; A/HRC/RES/31/31, para. 13; A/HRC/RES/46/15, para. 22; A/HRC/25/60, para. 68; A/71/298/, para. 100.
Institutional Culture and Capacity

212. Institutional leaders should act as advocates for effective interviewing by communicating a clear and lasting commitment to positive change. Changing the institutional culture in relation to interviewing requires sound governance and careful planning.

213. Institutions should ensure that all changes in the national legal and policy framework related to interviewing are integrated into institutional rules and procedures and widely communicated amongst their personnel. Personnel directly involved in interviewing should be given guidance on the practical implications of any new legal and policy requirements.

214. Meaningful and durable change in interview practice requires States to invest adequate human and financial resources in the short, medium and long term. This will ensure capacity and capability strengthening, notably through specific training and access to recording equipment.

215. Measures must be taken to ensure that criminal justice and other investigative authorities operate in accordance with domestic and international obligations, and that their functioning is transparent and accountable to judicial and public scrutiny.

216. The institutional capacity of law enforcement and other information-gathering authorities can be strengthened with ongoing constructive relations with other agencies, researchers and the academic community. Such collaboration, which may extend beyond national borders, can provide useful analysis and information to contribute to the improvement of interviewing practices.

Judicial Authorities

217. The independence of the judiciary and the prosecution should be guaranteed and protected to enable them to play an active role in the implementation of effective interviewing. 111 This is also the case for the professional and scientific independence of forensic and other associated services.

218. In implementing fundamental guarantees, such as the right to a fair trial, judicial authorities must ensure that the rights of interviewees are respected at all times. This requires them to review both the way the interview was conducted as well as the suspect’s enjoyment of legal and procedural safeguards, including access to a lawyer and medical professional.

219. Judicial authorities should remove incentives on investigative authorities to obtain a confession by any means and promote the use of ethical and scientifically proven methods instead.

220. Judicial authorities must ensure that only lawfully obtained evidence is admissible in any proceedings and be vigilant to any signs that a statement may have been made under coercion or ill treatment. Statements made under torture or other ill-treatment or coercion must be excluded from any legal proceedings, in accordance with the exclusionary rule. 112

221. Suspects and defendants should be physically brought before judicial authorities to clarify the legality of their detention, which they must be allowed to challenge. Whenever there are grounds to believe that a person brought before them could have been the victim of ill-treatment, prosecutorial and judicial authorities must investigate ex officio. 113 They should request a forensic medical examination, even in the absence of an express allegation or complaint.


112 Article 15 of the UNCAT; see also A/HRC/25/60, paras. 66, 82.

222. Finally, judicial authorities must take all necessary steps to ensure that those responsible for torture or ill-treatment are brought to justice and subjected to appropriate sanctions.\textsuperscript{114}

**Dissemination**

223. States should disseminate the Principles to all relevant executive, legislative and judicial authorities, in particular law enforcement and other information-gathering authorities.

224. Dissemination in cooperation with oversight bodies, civil society organisations, and the general public will build civic trust in investigative authorities.

225. States should collect information on measures taken by relevant authorities in implementing the Principles on Effective Interviewing for Investigations and Information Gathering, and report developments to relevant international and regional bodies.

\textsuperscript{114} See, e.g., UN Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors, Rule 16, 8th UN Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, Havana, Cuba, 1990, Rule 16, and International Association of Prosecutors, Rule 4.3 (f).